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Apologies

In addition to these poems, my statements on the back cover of this book 
with photograph, and other premeditated deceptions—not to mention (ahem!) 
my appearance in the on-line archives of Garrison Keillor’s “Prairie Home 
Companion”—you could google other results of the unsound science by which 
I am endeavoring to entertain with masks. So, in a mood, transient I promise, 
of blatant disregard for theatrical and literary taboos, I am showing you this 
photo of myself putting on my make-up for the role of Anselm in Moliere’s The 
Miser—neither actors nor poets should burden their audiences with rehearsals, 
drafts, or autobiographies:
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I Wonder

I wonder how my childhood home looks now.
Dilapidated? Bent and gray, like me?
Inside do wooden floorboards creakily
re-echo ghostly footsteps remembering how
my Dad and Mom would walk from room to room,
my little brother toddled everywhere,
his lighter treads yet registering his pair
of baby shoes, while I would thump and zoom?

Outside does sun still shine or snow still fall
on sidewalks, bushes, flowers, trees, and lawn?
Do kids still play around there? Are they gone?
I must go home, the very house, to know
by knocking on the door and pleading for
a tour of floors to stave my thirst for more.
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The Other Side

When I was a boy, there was a ghost in the attic of a house
In my neighborhood. We could sometimes catch sight of it in attic windows.
I knew then how scary and mysterious was the world beyond
the grave. But I forgot or repressed it as I adolesced and became
more manly. The earlier feelings behind the goose-bumps
of voyeuristic boyhood were tamed and received the usual
habitations and names in various contexts, learned,
literary, or religious. I grew up in Appleton, Wisconsin,
a town that sees Harry Houdini as distinct
but is not otherwise otherworldly. I grew unsuperstitious.
but in the fourth year of my high school Latin course,
I studied Virgil’s Aeneid and descended in Book
the Sixth with Aeneas and his guide, the Sybyl, the dark
shadows of the underworld. We kids were struggling with vocabulary,
syntax, and the mechanics of verse and its rhythm, but Charon,
the ferryman, transported shades, across
the Styx. He is a messy, red-eyed, filthy-bearded, filthy-
cloaked, and deathless divinity, who is funny, yet scares
the hell out of me to this day, poling the water
separating the dead, like Michael over the Jordan.
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Unsound Science

“In a laboratory dim/ a mad scientist created him”

There once was a time
when insana scientia,
except for Adam and Eve
and except for Prometheus,

did not exist.
Today, however,
Mad Science

has come into its own:
the rest is refuse.
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